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Do it yourself on Valentine's day

the maine campus
Thursday, February 14, 2008 Vol. 126, No. 29

Keeping Busy

Condom week
'wraps up'in
time for V-day
Sexual health and relationships
arefocus ofPeer Ed campaign
By Chelsea Cameron

National Condom Week kicked off with an event to educate and promote the use of condoms as protection from sexually transmitted infections and I-IN/AIDS on Monday,Feb. 11, at the University ofIVlaine.
The week always falls during Valentine's Day,and this year goes from
Feb. 11 to 15. To celebrate the week and raise awareness about pregnancy and sexuality transmitted infections, the Counseling Center and Peer
Educators hosted a health fair from Feb. 11 to 13.
Off-campus groups, like Spruce Run and Penquis Family Planning,
were also invited. This gave students an idea of what resources are available to them,said Sandy Caron, professor of family relations and human
sexuality On-campus props, like Greek Peer educators, Athletes for
Sexual Responsibility and Male Athletes Against Violence, all had tables
and handed out information and condoms. The fair also included the
chance to play a Nintendo Wii with beer goggles and watch one of the
informational videos made by several of the groups.
"I think everyone is in agreement that condoms are a gotx1 thing,"
said Tma Voigt,a peer educator and third-year psychology major.
As a fun way to get people to use protection, Malinda Merrill and
Monica Tardiff, both Peer Educators, came up with the idea of condomgrams. Students could fill a bag with condoms, tube and candy, and it
would be delivered anonymously on Valentine's day to the person of their
choice.
According to Caron, hundreds of the condomgrams are delivered all
over campus."I think condoms and candy and tube are a good way to get
people interested," said Joshua D. Bernstein, a peer educator.
"People associate condoms with disease," Voigt said. It is important to
show people that condoms are necessary for their sexual health,she said.
"We just do not have the levels of condom use that we would hope
for," said Caron. "They offer the best protection." According to the
Kelsey Gosselin•The Maine Campus American Social Health Association,around 19 million new cases of sexually transmitted infections are reported each year.
National Condom Week includes free deliveries of "Condomgrams," which include condoms, lubrication and
candies. The event has been taking place at UMaine for more than 20 years.
See CONDOM on page 5

A man with a mission Looking in from outside
UM student heads to Indiafor a religious cause International students reflect on the US media
By Adrienne Hess
Wayne D. Clark is a typical University of
Maine student. He likes the Steiners, the
Patriots, nachos and CSI — but he's also
preparing to do missionary work in India
Working with an organization called Youth
Evangelism Service (YES), Clark is in
Harrisburg, Penn., training for a trip that will
last until next December.
Clark is on a mission. "My plan was to
work as a police officer and maybe use my
future degree in Public Administration," Clark
said."But that's all out of whack,and God has
led me in a completely different direction. His
direction."
Clark ftmdraised more than $8,000 in three

weeks to fmance the trip. Clark will travel solo
around India at the direction of a missionary
couple. He will be worldng to set up Christian
outposts and expects that he may preach and
teach English as a second language.
Clark anticipates cultural challenges in the
city he is traveling to,particularly resistance to
Christians. In the history of missionaries traveling throughout the world, this region has
been particularly reluctant to adopting
Christianity.
Where Clark is going, less than one percent of the population practices Christianity,
and there have been incidents of violence
reported against Christian missionaries. For

See CLARK on page 5

Perspectives • I wanna hold your
hand — and that's it
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By Emily Southwick

"Usually if we have anything independent it starts off somewhere abroad
Many international students make or it's underground." She said there are
adjustments upon arrival to the few journalists still attempting to beat
University of Maine. For some, it is the the system.
winter temperatures and snow banks,
Even when a private newspaper does
for others it is the food, the English survive, it's not for long. In 1996,
language or strange customs. One dif- President Alexander Lukashenko creatference that affects everyone is the ed a referendum declaring any speech
media.
against the president, government or
Iryna Hlushakova, a mass communi- constitution illegal.
cation
graduate
student
from
"Usually [that] makes up for zero
Molodechno, Belarus, recognizes the freedom of expression," Hlushakova
distinctions between the media systems said. "You can voice your alternative
in the U.S. and her home country. opinion as long as it doesn't go along
Belarus media is government controlled
See BELARUS on page 5
and heavily censored.

Style • Figaro — bringing opera back
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Sports • Black Bears go pink.
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Rec Center's 'Big Bears to GSS is a full house
First time in a decade senate isfilled
Little Bears'shrinks waists
By Jessica Fish

Competition to spur healthy weight loss gets running
By Rhiannon Sawtelle

For once, it's cool to be a loser. Need help? Ask
Brooks Dyer and Chad Ingersoll how.
"Big Bears to Little Bears" has recently launched
at the Recreation and Fitness Center to help the
University of Maine community lose some extra winter weight.
Dyer, a fitness manager and assistant director for
fitness and wellness, and Ingersoll, also an assistant
director, have launched a weight-loss program that
can be compared to NBC's "The Biggest Loser."
Feb. 4 kicked off with a broad range of students,
faculty and community members who will "compete"
for the next 12 weeks.
Teams of five-to-six members will visit with their
personal trainers at least four times a week until April
25. Participants will have to work on their own during spring break.
Each week teams will face fitness challenges
which will add points to their final ranks. Exercise
Activities will routinely change to hold interest in the
work out. 'We'll show them how to make exercise
fun," Dyer said.
At the end of the time, the team with the best
attendance and the highest body fat percentage drop
will be rewarded with a relaxing treat.
Every member of the winning team will receive a
makeover from Options Day Spa and Salon,a tanning
package and a massage;62 members on 11 teams will
be competing for the prize.
The turnout was greater than anyone at the Rec
Center expected."We were thinking more in the 10to-20 [people] range," Dyer said.
The group effort is exciting people as well."They
can motivate each other. Having not only their trainer, but their team there will help," Dyer said.
"Mostly it will be personal training with a group
atmosphere," Ingersoll said.
Not only will participants work with personal
trainers, they will hear from Katherine Musgrave,
professor of Food Science and Human Nutrition,
about how to eat properly. After her lecture, nutrition
majors will continue contact with the participants.
Faculty and staff members, as part of the Healthy

U program on campus,received some similar encouragement last Thursday. Season-three cast member of
"The Biggest Loser," Matthew McNutt, a youth pastor from Boothbay Harbor, spoke about his experience on the show.
At a lunch-time lecture, accompanied by healthy
snacks of fruit, crackers and water, McNutt joked
about his former 52-inch waist, 366-pound weight
and the transformation into his 190-pound body.
"I honestly thought I was a failure at losing
weight," McNutt said. "On the upside, all the kids
wanted to be on my snow tube in the winter. We
almost broke the sound bather," he added.
After being picked out of more than 250,000
applicants, McNutt represented the state of Maine in
the show's 50-state challenge. Fourteen cast members
stayed in California for taping, while the other 36 lost
weight at home. McNutt returned to Boothbay Harbor
to drop some pounds.
McNutt, "motivated by sheer terror," managed to
lose 50 pounds within the first month, 81 pounds by
week 8 and 176 pounds by the end of the show. McNutt
finished second to a woman from New Jersey.
He credits his initial weight loss to nothing but
walking for two hours a day and cutting his calorie
intake down to around 2,000 per day. After he lost
close to 100 pounds, he was able to run and exercise
more vigorously. His healthy lifestyle change has
kept him slim and active for almost two years now.
Dyer and Ingersoll are hoping to have the same
effect on members of"Big Bears to Little Bears."
"The habit of an active lifestyle is the most positive aspect of it," Ingersoll said.
'We want to get them to adopt a healthy lifestyle.
Twelve weeks isn't really enough," Dyer added.
The Rec Center plans to implement more programs like this in the future. Currently they have a
program titled "Survival of the Fittest" in the works.
Similar to "Big Bears to Little Bears," this program is
aimed at people who are already active and not as
overweight as those in the "Bears" challenge.
Participants can expect to tone themselves and
lose just a few pounds in this course. The first meeting will be held Feb. 18 at 6:30 p.m. at the Rec.
Center.

Corrections...
In the Feb. 11 issue of The Maine Campus, the hockey photo on the front page of
sports was incorrectly attributed to Rebekah Rhodes. Andrew Princile took the photo.

The General Student Senate has filled its 35 seats.
That may not seem like reason to celebrate, but consider this: The last
year that every seat was filled, the Internet was new, iPods had not been
invented yet and the Red Sox were still waiting for a World Series ring.
Filling senate seats is traditionally the job of the vice president. In the
early 2000's, the senate struggled to fill more than 20 seats on a regular
basis.
Under the vice presidency of Steve Moran last semester, the senate
reached full capacity six weeks after the term began. Moran's successor, Vice
President James Lyons, achieved the same success in less than a month.
Lyons credited his success to the student body. "Over the past year a
great number of students have become more aware of Student Government,
and as such there were a considerable number of people who were interested in joining," said Lyons.
Last week, the final five senators were sworn in. Although they represented different colleges, most became interested in student government for
similar reasons. "I decided to join senate in order to have more of a say in
policies and procedures that student government deals with," said
Emily Moniz, one of the newest "Over the past year a great number
senators.
ofstudents have become more
Although an empty seat does
not have a direct impact on the
efficiency of the senate, it does aware ofStudent Government, and
have importance. "[Having a full
as such there were a considerable
senate] ensures the most complete
representation possible for the stunumber ofpeople who were
dents. The more senators
involved,the broader range of perinterested in joining."
spectives we are able to tap into in
order to best serve the student
James Lyons
body," said Student Body
Vice President
President Steve Moran.
General Student Senate
Unlike other political bodies,
student senators have no set term;
therefore seats are consistently becoming vacant. Some of the reasons for
empty seats include internships, semesters abroad, scheduling conflicts and
graduation.
At the beginning of this semester, there were 11 empty seats in the senate. Moran commended Lyons for his quick work in filling all of them. "I
just want to congratulate Vice President Lyons for the speed and diligence
that he showed in working to get full representation in the General Student
Senate."
Each college at UMaine is represented by a certain number of senators,
which depends on the size of that college. To become a senator, applicants
must obtain 25 signatures on a petition from other students in their college
and maintain a 2.5 GPA.As long as there is no objection from the senate and
the applicant meets all the criteria, he or she can be sworn in immediately.
In the past, senators represented the housing quad they lived in. For
example, senators could represent the Hilltop quad or the Stodder quad.
Several seats were also available for students who lived off-campus as well.
GSS adopted its current constitution in April 1978.

In the same issue, a photo on page 17 in sports was incorrectly attributed to Rebekah
Rhodes. Andrew Prindle took the photo.
In the same issue, the article "Lecture offers insight into the history of Iraq and extremism" incorrectly stated that author Mark Faulkner will lecture on March 21. The author's
name is Robert K. Faulkner.

Racism at
UMaine, in
Maine and
Beyond
12:30 p.m.

FEB

14

Memorial Union, Bangor
Room
A student panel including
Gimbala Sankare, Ashley
Miller and Sandy Nesin.
Part of the Socialist and
Marxist Studies Lecture
Series.

Opening
Reception for In
Plain Sight:
Drawings and
Paintings
5:30 p.m.

.THURSDAY

FEB

15

Lord Hall
An exhibition of the artist's
work.
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SATURDAY
Alternative
Spring Break
Art Auction
6:00 p.m.

Thursday I Mostly sunny
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Orono's five-day forecast
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Friday I Snow showers
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Buchanan Alumni House
To benefit an endowment
to fund Alternative Spring
Break activities.
Participation limited to
150 people. For
reservations, call Audra
Grady, 581-4194

To submit your event to The Maine Campus Community Calendar, please send time, day,
date, location and fee information to news@mainecampus.com or drop it off in our offices,
located in the basement of Memorial Union. Deadlines for submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday for Thursday publication.
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A 'radical' history
of race in America
Slavery, capitalism subject of UM talk
By Amanda MacCabe

Douglass who defended himself against
an infamous "slave breaker" — or someRacism in America's history and the one who would beat people into submisneed for a change in American govern- sion. After gaining this (Age of power,
ment were the topics covered at Douglass regained hope and began to
Thursday's Marxist and Socialist lecture think about freedom. He would eventuseries. This event was the first of two in ally escape slavery and devote his life to
the series to examine topics relevant to advocating for its abolition.
Black History month.
"The bloodiest war in [American]
Jarvis Tyner was a founding member history was fought around the issue of
of the Black Radical Congress and is the race,"Tyner said. He also said slavery,
vice president of the Communist Party of with free labor, was interfering with
the United States.
the working class who ran factories in
Tyner said organized group action the more industrialized north.
changed the status of African-American "Capitalism was not an innocent
people in American history and strug-. bystander in the struggle against slavgled against the economic system that ery, it was not the solution, it was the
exploited them.
problem," he said.
'Wealth was accumulated through
Tyner said that sweeps and struggles
the labor of the unpaid slaves," he said, throughout history have transformed this
calling the terror and oppression of country. He said the votes of African
British and American slave-trading ships Americans were suppressed in the last
kidnapping people from Africa and forc- election because they were voting
ing them into the Trans-Mantic slave against the conservative policies being
trade "shock and awe."
put forward.
He said 'The slaves were human
"My opinion is, the best thing we can
beings who had been commoditized" by do in 2008 is defeat the Republicans at
being forced to work,not given the right the ballot box and put somebody in there
to an education,to many or to have con- who can fight for a whole new directrol over their own children. Tyner said tion."
slavery under the capitalist system in
He said the kind of"imperialist,backearly America had taken on a "vicious" ward, racist thinking" that would keep
form her use slaves were not given the the United States in Iraq for years to
opportunity to work their way out of come means "it is time for change in this
oppression. They were given a life sen- country and we need to be a part of it."
tence of"oppression in a system that was
He went on to say that although
most barbaric."
Hillary Clinton would be a good choice,
Most historians estimate that between he supports Barack °barna because he
nine and 12 million Africans arrived in has the ability to put the United States on
the Americas, although the number of a different path and he represents propeople kidnapped from Africa was sig- gressive ideas.
Adrianne Hess + The Maine Campus
nificantly higher because many died enThursday's lecture was co-sponsored
route from the African continent
by Multi-Cultural Programs on campus Ice and sleet — were contributing factors to school cancellations on Wednesday.
Tyner gave the story of Frederick and the Black Student Union.
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Innovation center gives 'green'lights
Competition awards more than $5000 to students with environmentally
friendly business plans, including boons to organic milk production facilities
By Corey Cole

•

The Foster's Student Innovation Center
recently held the Green Products Business
Competition 2007-2008. The object of the
competition was for students to design a
"green" product-based business.
The winners received money to help
start a new business. First-place winners
received $5,000 while second place winners were awarded $1,000.
This year's first-place winners were
Justin Jamison and Brooks Einstein with
their idea for Local Food Solutions (LFS).
Their plan to develop micro food process-

ing facilities in Bangor, which would be
mainly focused on organic milk production.
"Right now, [with] the local foods
movement, it is really important to know
where your food came from and how it was
produced," Jamison said. Currently, milk
from Maine has to be sent out of state to be
processed. This can result in the milk having to travel thousands of miles before it is
ready to be sold. This forces the farmers to
become a part of another brand name
instead of their own.
"[We will] have a separate facility but
maintain the farmers' brand," Jamison
said.

...When ifc c-onvenien+ for lov!
With UCU's NEW online account opening program

e

its easier than ever to join! Already a member?
Expand your UCU relationship by opening additional
accounts online!

UCA)
NA6ritb6Y-.••

Log on to www.ucu.maine.edu and click
Become a Member for more information.

Prepare

Jamison and Einstein are going to use
the prize money for market research to
determine if the area can support the business.
Willis Beazley finished second in the
competition. His proposal was for soap
made from the biodiesel byproduct glycerin. Normally glycerin is a byproduct of
soap making, however, the glycerin itself
can be used as soap. All that is involved in
making this simple soap is glycerin, coloring, liquefied in the microwave and poured
into a mold. Glycerin is used in making
resins, but also can be found in toothpaste
and stamp inkpads.
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on Monday, February 18.
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GSS throws potluck

Police
Beat

Mythbusters, Quebec discussed at meeting
By Jessica Fish

The bestfrom Orono, Old Town and
UMaine'sfinest

"Fill the steins to dear old
Maine"
A student was kicked out of a Univerity of
Maine vs. University of New Hampshire hockey
game after police c.ailight him drinking beer in the
student balcony on Feb. 8. A member of the
event staff observed the student, later identified
as Kevin Willey, 19,Orono,drinking from a can
and reported the student to officers at 8:52 p.m.
because no liquids are allowed in the student section. Officers investigated and located a can of
Bud Light near Willey's feet. Willey was issued
a summons for possession of liquor by a minor
and was removed from the building.

Bates, 18, Orono, answered the door, when an
officer knocked, and appeared to be intoxicated.
Bates admitted to drinking alcohol and stated that
there was more alcohol in the room. In the room,
officers found eight cans of Bud Light and two
other individuals, William Ervin, 19, Orono,and
Ryan Gross, 19, Orono who also admitted to
drinking. All three individuals were charged
with possession of liquor by a minor.

Cafe criminal
A student left her LG Verizon cell phone on a
table at the Starbucks in Memorial Union while
she retrieved condiments. She returned to find it
missing at 7 p.m. on Feb. 10. The phone is valued at $99. The case is under investigation.

Bike path tomfoolery
Noontime burglary

An officer on patrol observed two males acting suspiciously on the bike path next to the campus tennis courts at 12:16 a.m. on Feb. 9. The
officer approached them to make inquiries and
noticed that both kept their hands in their pockets. Upon asking them to remove the items from
their pockets, one of the males, identified as
Christopher Roy, 19, Orono, produced a plastic
bag of marijuana and a glass marijuana pipe. Roy
was ch,irged with possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia

A laptop was reported stolen from a dorm
room in Somerset Hall at 1:46 p.m. on Feb. 11.
A resident reported leaving the unlocked room at
noon to go to lunch and returned to find a Lenovo
Think Pad T61 laptop missing. The computer is
valued at $1,617. The ease is under investigation.

Three's a party

Compiled by Aislinn Sarnacki

A resident assistant from Androscoggin Hall
reported loud noises coming from a third-floor
room at 1:56 am. on Feb. 9. Occupant Stephen
For some couples,
condom use can be an
uncomfortable subject
"This is a conversation
from page 1
you should have before
you get to the bedroom," Caron said. "You really
need to talk ahead of time."
Many partners do not see condom use as a
health issue, but a trust issue. Caron said that some
partners may feel like they don't want to use a condom because they don't want their significant
other to think they don't trust them. If the partner
really cares, they will use it, she said. "But it's
hard," said Lydia Willis, a Greek peer educator."I
think sexual related issues are kind-of taboo ... It's
hard to talk about that stuff and fmd people who
"
are
According to Caron, keeping the conversation
light can help make it more comfortable."Humor
is a great thing to add." Condoms come in all
shapes,sizes, colors and even flavors. "Just to add

Condom

more fun to the relationship can be a plus," she
said.
Handing out condoms is controversial for
some."For those who think giving out condoms is
promoting sex, I have news for them, it's already
going on," Caron said. There is no research to support the idea that handing out condoms endorses
sex, according to Caron.
"I think that the university needs to be concerned notjust about academics, but about health,
and this is a health issue," Caron said.
Bernstein agreed 'Their goal is not only to provide academic courses, but to provide information."The Peer Educators put on events year round
to help raise awareness about issues like
HIV/AIDS, eating disorders, drug and alcohol
awareness and stress.
Condom Week first began 25 years ago at the
University of California,Berkley and has been celebrated at UMaine for at least 20 years, according
to Caron.

this reason, Clark asked the are people like Rajalakshmi Nadadur, a graduate
specific locations of his work student in the communications department and a
not be reported.
practicing Hindu. She maintains a vegetarian
For his training, he is lifestyle as prescribed by her caste, but while in
from page 1 learning the local language America,
she practices her faith mostly on a solibut also safety precautions, such as where not to tary basis. For her, tolerance is part of her spiritual
go and what not to say. No self-defense is covered path
in his official missionary training.
"I actually appreciate these young Christian
Still, Clark views himself as rugged and tough, missionaries, because they could just stay home
and he holds firm that he's willing to face the and enjoy material comfort, but instead they
inherent risks.
choose to work to help people," Nadadur said.
"There is a genuine hunger for the word of
She concedes "for every religion, there are
Christ there," Clark said."Our missionaries on the fanatics. The same kinds of fanatics that would
ground see it every day. More and more people enact violence on well-meaning people like
are coming to Christ and worshipping freely."
[Clark] would enact violence no matter that creed
He also relies on the protective power of they represent."
prayer to ensure his safety and success, as his
Still, Clark works to prepare for his journey
friends back home, led by Matt Hunter, will be and grows more excited each day to receive what
praying for him throughout his journey.
he describes as "the opportunity to see God's
"He assembles prayer warriors ... people who work in another culture — and the opportunity to
are willing to pray for anything and everything I bring the hope and light of Jesus Christ to anothask them for during my journey," Clark er world that has never seen it before." Clark said
explained."I forward my requests to him,and he, the work involves taking part in the "great comalong with many others,continually pray for me." mission, `Go and make disciples of all nations'
At the other end of this spiritual looking glass and to 'seek and save that which was lost'."

Clark
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The senate also heard a presentation from Residents On Campus Vice
The General Student Senate held a President of Programming Sean
meeting Tuesday night and concluded O'Mara about the Quebec trip, which
their business with a potluck supper.
O'Mara described as a complete sucSen. Morgan Bickford, chair of the cess. "We didn't leave anyone at the
Membership Committee
helped border," he said.
organize the potluck.
Representatives from Kappa
Bickford said every year the senate Kappa Psi and the Woodmen's Team
tries to attend a leadership retreat, but also spoke before the senate.
it can be difficult to coordinate schedOther business was postponed
ules so most people can attend. The until next week because no represenpotluck supper was an attempt to do tatives from clubs were present.
something together that was not strict- After a short amount of debate, the
ly business-related.
UMaine cheerleading squad was
According to the Standing Rules, allocated $7,345 to help fund their
the purpose of the Membership trip to Daytona, Fla. for national
Committee is to recruit new senators competition. This leaves about
and retain present members.
$10,000 in unallocated, according to
Vice
President
of
Student Mitchell.
Entertainment
Derek
Mitchell
Allocations to Engineers Without
announced that more than 1,500 Borders, Men's Rugby and Maine
Mythbuster tickets were sold in the past Masque were postponed and will be
week and that less than 500 are left.
discussed next week.
the lines that are
"It's traditional to see the U.S. as
published through the enemy," she said.
In turn, average citizens are biased
the state media
outlets."
The
against
the U.S., according to
from page 1
media have even Hlushakova. In their defense, she
fewer rights than individuals.
said it's "because they don't know
"You can imagine what happens to any better" and do not have much
the media if the opposition cannot access to the Internet. She has been
even convene anywhere," she said.
studying international journalism
Owners of venues, like restaurants since high school and completed her
which could be used for convening, undergraduate degree at an American
are warned by the government that university in Belarus, giving her a
they will get into trouble if they more balanced view of the U.S.
allow the opposition to gather at their before moving to Massachusetts five
site.
years ago at age 19.
Hlushakova is a teacher's assistant
At 24-years old, Hlushakova feels
for CMJ 100, Introduction to Mass less personal influence from the
Communication.
media, but believes that it has the
"I try to remind students at the same affect on young Belarusian
beginning of every semester: look, teens as it does on Americans.
you might take things for granted,
"I've heard from American paryou have the Constitution, you have ents, as well as at home, so if you
the First Amendment, you can speak take that as a merit of the influence of
your mind. And you can say you dis- media it would be the same way.
like your president and
whine about it. Or, say,
'I hate him,' and nothing will happen to you." "I by to remind students at the beginning of
She said people who are
critical of their governevety semester: look you might take things
ment must remain quiet
for granted you have the Constitution, you
in Belarus.
"If I was saying all of
have the First Amendment,you can speak
this at home,I'd be gone
very soon," Hlushakova
your mind"
said seriously.
Quickly turning to a
smile, she described the
lryna Hlushakova
feeling of being in
Teacher's assistant
America today.
Introduction to Mass Communication
"You kind of feel
free," she said. "You can
talk about things and not
be afraid that somebody is listening What they see on TV kind of comes
or somebody will report you."
through life."
Living in a country without proPopular entertainment is Russiantected speech has taught her to appre- influenced as Belarus does not have
ciate and respect her freedom here. the financial ability to produce its
Even so, she is still concerned.
own shows.
Hlushakova hopes to continue at
"Sometimes it's too much freedom, sometimes it's a little bit UMaine for her Ph.D. in communicaabused," she said, discussing the tion or new media after graduation in
need to find a balance when it comes May and will continue her work in
to free speech. As a student of mass the journalism department in Dunn
communication, she believes in its Ha" for at least one more year.
a lot of things I used to
importance, but said people in the
like the road signs that say
media have become desperate to get
to breaking news and seek conflict.
t•
,t only' or stuff like that," she
They often don't take into considera- said, recalling her first impression of
tion the people behind the stories and the U.S."In Europe, you just have an
think of the possible consequences of arrow and that's it. Things like that
what they report.
amused me [when I first came here].
Hlushakova explained that the Other than that, it wasn't anything
Belarusian media's agenda does not utterly shocking or striking because
reflect a positive attitude about the I've always been a very flexible perUnited States.
son and I adjust very fast."

Belarus
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Praise for programs
promoting safe sex
This week is National Condom Week, and
UMaine's Peer Educators and Athletes for Sexual
Responsibility have stepped up to help promote safe
sex.
The Maine Campus loves condoms. A realistic
understanding of sex at any university requires that
administrators and groups, like Peer Ed, acknowledge
that sex happens. Studies of condom distribution and
comprehensive sexual education have repeatedly
shown that it leads to safer, more empowered decisions
by those who choose to engage in sex — and doesn't
have any "encouraging" impact on those who don't.
Condom use should not be considered offensive by
anyone. It doesn't imply that your partner has a disease;
it implies that you do not want to have a child with him
or her at this point, which should not be a romantic
buzz kill. If college students are going to have sex, it's
for the best that they don't end up with diseases or
unwanted children.
We do have some concerns over the romantic
potential of the c,ondomgram, which Peer Ed is delivering to anyone whose paramour has signed them up.
Anonymous chocolates? Romantic. Anonymous condoms? A touch on the odd side. Anonymous lube?
Again, we're not so sure about that one. However,taking the embarrassment out of buying these products
publicly is a nice step.
Distributing these goods on Valentine's Day is a
positive move,and Peer Ed's offer should be applauded — and utilized — by everyone with a partner who
is in need of these products. For those without a partner, the Style section has some alternatives.
The above editorial is written by the editorial board, whose members
are Fryk Salvaggio, Derck Dobachesky, David Dauphinee, Brett
Sowerby, Heather Sleeves, Nick MeCtea,Rebekah Rhodes,

Adrianne Hess,Dana Bulba and Nfeghan llayward.
Editor in MelEtyk SalvagOo • 581.1273
eic@mainecampus.com
Business Mgr. Andrew Johnson • 581.1272
business@mainecampus.com

An overhyped holiday can
encourage unfair expectations

Asst. Business Mgr. Kelly Byrne
Advertising Mgr. Katie Conroy • 581.1276
ads@mainecunpus.com
A.sst. Advertising Mgr. Alana Brown
Production My,. David Dauphinee • 581.1267
produoion@mainecampus.com
News Editor Heather Sleeves • 581.1270
news@mainecampus.com
Features Editor Meghan Hayward
Style Editor Brea Sowerhy • 581.3061
style(comainecampus.com
Sports Editor Dana Bulba • 581.1268
sportsOtinainc,canpus.com
Opinion Editor Derek Dobachesky • 581.3061
opinion@maineaunpus.com
Photo Editor Rebekah Rhodes • 581.3059
photo@mainecarnpus.com

Rebekah Rhodes
I am sure everyone is aware that today is Valentine's
Day. Most likely, if you have someone to buy for, you
struggled to find the perfect gift. Perhaps you searched
for a nice pair of diamond earrings from Zales, a new
Blackberry from Verizon or something thoughtful and
useful to your partner like a professional massage.
Instead, you gave up and at the last minute spent more
than enough money on lame presents such as chocolates
and cheap flowers that will die in a few days. On a day
that is supposed to be full of love, you essentially disappointed your partner with the fact you could not find
a more romantic and meaningful gift.
If you do not have that coveted significant other, I'm
willing to assume you've been searching for that person
just so you don't have to spend the dreaded V-Day
alone, again. You've probably been doing so regardless
of your intent to never spend your hard-earned money
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on the typical assortment of chocolates and flowers.
Everyone seems to complain that Valentine's Day is
just a marketing ploy to get suckers like ourselves to
spend our money on silly items that we are taught to
express our emotions to our loved ones with. In all seriousness, when do stuffed animals, candy hearts, chocolate bars in various shapes and plastic trinkets actually
express the emotions we feel towards another person?
The worst part of Valentine's Day is not even the
obscene amounts of money and objects that exchange
hands, or that love has become so commercialized that
it's on the brink of becoming meaningless. The worst
part is that the one day a year where people are supposed to show how much a person means to them is the
day that encourages unfair expectations of where a person should be in their love life.
When Valentine's Day rolls around, half of the population is left out due to being in the singles club. The
other half is expected to celebrate the fact they were
lucky enough to find someone who has put up with
them long enough to celebrate Valentine's Day, whether
it is a new relationship or one that has managed to last
20 years.
Individuals who have not found that person are made
to feel lonely or insufficient because of their inability
to keep a significant other around, and then, for those
who have been dating for some time, expectations of
obtaining a new level in the relationship arise.
If you have been dating a while, it seems impossible
for an engagement to not cross the mind of your lover
— who is most likely female — even if only a fleeting
thought. Nevertheless, just knowing that puts pressure
on the relationship to take the next step.
Advertisements even prey on the knowledge that sooner or later most women want a diamond ring to go along
with the commitment.

See V-DAY on page 7
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Love is more than just
a word for many men
and women
Hillary Leeman
In a recent conversation with my much more than just a sexual partner.
aunt — a fellow single chick — we
Besides having a specific image
got to talking about cats and the men of some delicious hunk, many young
who Jove them. I'm not going to women also have a strong desire for
spend too much time on the subject, a caring and sensitive man who will
but for those of you who don't know, love them for who they are. From
cats are awesome. They're sensual here, I would have expected men to
and feminine creatures that can be respond on a more primal level —
hard to please at times and are thinking that their sexual prowess
always independent. A man that and girth would make all the differunderstands the finicky, yet eternally ence.
sumptuous, nature of the "feline
On the contrary, when pressed for
mystique" is one that comes miracu- an answer, men responded effortlesslously close to understanding ly with talk of passion, kindness and
females of the human race.
sensitivity. A close friend put it this
It seems a little broad to say that way:"Go for the man that's passioncats are exactly like all women, but ate about something, 'cause he'll be
has anyone else
passionate for you
soon
noticed the differA man that understands Another enough!"
ence a little feline
good
intuition makes?
thefinicky, yet eternally friend addressed
Yes, dogs are nice
the importance of
and everything, but sumptuous, nature ofthe
looking a girl in
a man that at least
the eye when you
"feline mystique" is one
tolerates cats has
say you care about
the makings of a
that comes miraculously her, so she knows
great lover.
you're not thinkclose to understanding
What
about
ing about anything
men who don't females ofthe human race. — or anyone —
else.
like cats? Do they
have a shot in hell
It is essential to
when it comes to pleasing us note that these men had no knowlwomen? Clearly, I think cat lovers edge of the female opinions previare on top, but will other types of ously noted — meaning that some
men will make the "Most Likely to men may actually speak a lick of
Please in 2008" list?
Venutian. Now I know that that's a
After scouring my phone book for king-size blanket statement, but one
people that would know,I text mes- particular response was enough to
saged like a mad woman to find convince this steadfastly single girl
some answers. At first, I wanted to that it's true: "A sweet, sensitive
believe two things when it comes to tough man that would do anything to
lovers: that women generally look make somebody smile." Now what
for the same characteristics in lovers girl wouldn't want a guy like that?
and that men are pigs. I unearthed The man that makes you laugh will
responses that forced me to revamp most likely be the same one that
my central thesis: men and women makes you orgasm — and not the
actually have similar views of what other way around.
So no matter what your sexual
makes a man skilled in the sack.
Obviously, women were more fantasy may be and whoever you
specific about the types of lovers picture it with, it all has to start
they go for; I received a variety of somewhere. In other words, it turns
answers from the group of girls I out that using the term "lovers" is
asked. Some said they liked "small- not as fancy-free as we'd like to
town boys," others seemed to like think — it actually means that there
"the weird ones," while one hope- may be something like love
lessly romantic friend respended involved, too.
with two words: "Jim Halpert." The
Hillary Leeman is a senior that
most curious thing about the wants everyone to have a happy
responses was the number of ladies Valentine's Day or whatever holiday
who took the term 'lover' to mean you've made up to make it through.

Valentine's
Day is the best
time of the
from page 6
year to make a
successful single person feel like a lonely failure for being unable to make the
leap into loversville. It's also the
best time to make a relationship
feel unstable and inadequate.

V-Day

Valentine's Day takes the passion and significance out of the
words "I love you," and in place
leaves plastic, stuffing and melting chocolates.
Rebekah Rhodes is a thirdyear journalism and women's
studies double-major.

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.
For more information, e-mail
derek.dobachesky@umit.maine.edu
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UMaine advising and
some students do not
quite make the grade
Chelsea Thibeault
The University of Maine continually puzzles over and then the major to guide them through their time
why a large majority of its students do not stay for their here. Where do we find these types of people? One
full four-, five- or, sometimes, six-year tenure and =A not look far for a model.
graduate with a degree. The answer to this dilemma is
In fact, there is an example right under the universo simple and effortless that I don't see why it hasn't sity's nose. The athletic department's advising system
been done before: improve advising.
pushes out more winners than the athletic department
Students come and go through the UMaine System itself. Approximately 400 athletes attend and compete
every day, some without knowing or being known by for I Maine, and three people make sure they're able
a single faculty member. First-years, second-ye.ars, to do both of those things: Ann Maxim, Cristina
third-years — and even fourth-years — can make it Keduke and Myer Taksel, the athletic academic advithrough their entire time at UMaine without ever see- sors. A minimum of two meetings per year is required
ing or meeting their professors or advisors. How can with these three lovely people. The purpose of the
someone feel any attachment to his or her school at all meetings is to go over class schedule registration.
if there isn't one? How can one be proud of his or her
If you ask me,it should be more. For the academischool without such an attachment? UMaine can stop cally advanced student, Myer, Oistina and Ann may
this problem by creating a relationship with its students just be people one gets his or her RAN number from,
through faculty members.
butfor those struggling or borderline-failing, these two
Don't think a problem exists? The facts will speak are best friends. The athletic advisors will hold meetfor themselves. In 2002,the university admitted 1,651 ings with you, get you set up with a tutor, talk with
new first-years. Only 33.6 percent of them graduated your professor — essentially do everything they can to
within four years;8.9 percent of those were at a differ- get you back on the right track. If the everyday student
ent college. Data as to how many will graduate within had someone who cared as much for him or her as they
a fifth year is still pending, but approximately another do for the athletes, the graduation and retention rates at
12 percent will graduate from UMaine. In 2005, 13
Maine Would probably see some imprevement
percent of freshmen withdrew from the university
Why hasn't UMaine done this yet then if it's all so
while another 7.3 percent were either dismissed or sus- easy'? Money might be an issue,as there would need to
pended.
be approximately eight or nine advisors per class
The main problem with the current advising system admitted to keep such a program running. But,with the
is that advisors come from the department of the stu- increase in retention and graduation rates, and happy
dent's declared major,all of whom are professors with alumni,the money is sure to be a good investment.
certain viewpoints and limited amounts of time.
The University of Maine should consider itself
Essentially, they can't care about you as an individual advised and get some new advisors!
person, they don't have the time to do it properly or
Chelsea 7'hibeault is afourth-year track athlete and
both. Students need an objective mentor, an academic president ofLambda Pi Eta.
cheerleader — someone who looks at the person first

Nonsexual form of
love should be a many
splendored thing
Tavi Merrill
At a florist shop where I once worked, Valentine's
Day was our busiest day of the year. Long-stem roses
were arranged by the dozens; it was the holiday of
naughty gift cards and recipients greeting the delivery
driver in informal attire, such as boxers. The most
memorable bit, though, was a greeting card we sold. A
pen and ink couple under the sheets were smoking an
after-sex cigarette; it read"On Valentine's Day,90 percent of people get laid ..." and on the inside, "... the
other 10 percent get a greeting card. Happy Valentine's
Day."
Strange that its humor should address so directly
the feeling of being left out With all the lipstick marks,
it's easy to assume that you're one of the few not getting laid this Valentine's Day. The cultural attitudes
portrayed and satirized in 'The 40-Year Old Virgin"
are common in our society and,thus,it can be isolating
and embarrassing to admit you are a virgin to your
peers.
Year-round, our emphasis on the specifically sexual continues. It does us a huge disservice, promoting
riskier behavior in some, disenfranchising others. At
times,it even devalues love. Just because love and sex
have been seen holding hands, it's silly to assume
they're nefessarily present in a relationship. Here's my
plug for non-sexual touching: America, stop being so
uptight about hand-holding.
Despite being one of the most widely spoken languages, English has a few shortcomings. For starters,
it's awful at describing how we feel,coneming love in
particular. We refer to enough subtle gradations offeeling to warrant more-precise terms. In such cases, we
borrow them — from languages like Greek,in which
multiple words referred to sensual, brotherly or hospitable loves or Hebrew,which gives us `chesed'This
word is hard to conceptualize in English, but it can be
best described as"steadfast love."Borrowing happens,
but not often enough. I think this inability of our language to recognize subtleties in attraction or affection

is a large part of our culture's confusion when it comes
to love.
Valentine's Day is largely a celebration of ems,the
Greek word for romantic or sexual love. This little rant
is meant to suggest that, despite a lack of romantic
interest — or whatever other scenarios you can imagine — Valentine's Day doesn't have to involve sexual
frustration.
Every October, Coming Out Week colorizes campus. It's a time to celebrate anything beyond Kinsey's
zero mark. So we celebrate ems, safe sex and sexual
diversity. Virginity,as well as the virtues of waiting and
the simplicity it allows — though for the virgin, navigating impulses and feelings and peers'opinions might
not be simple — often misses the party.
Whether people choose not to be sexually active
because of religions reasons, struggles with sexual
identity, reaction to a parent's past or sexual trauma, I
believe it's important to be sure every choice is equally celebrated. While I'd rather live in a sex-positive
than a sex-negative or puritanical culture, I have not
noticed such support in areligious arenas for individuals who choose for whatever reason to avoid sexual
activity.
At an institution of higher learning, we should be
going one step beyond cultural norms. While sexuality is an important part of being a whole person,it may
take many forms, be delayed, whatever. One can love
others without ems. Celebrating everyone's choices
means stepping out on a line and celebrating abstinence, too. Virgins,come out of the closet
Consider this your greeting card. This Valentine's
Day,screw — convention. Celebrate your love, whatever shape it takes. Give free hugs. Hold somebody's
hand just to let them know they're not alone. Smile at.
an elderly person. Celibate good times, come on. A
misheard song lyric saves the day.
Tavi Merrill's got a whole lotta platonic love and is
a second-year sustainable agriculture major.

MUSIC
Lidral Duo
Chamber Jazz Afternoon
Concert Series
4:15 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 14
The Bear's Den

ARTS
"In Plain Sight"
Art by John Whalley
Artist talk: 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 14
Opening reception: 5:30 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 15
Lord Hall
Currier and Ives Exhibit
Original lithographs on loan
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Page Farm and Home
Museum
Art by Engineers
Open all day, all week
Engineering Science
Research
A Legacy of Collecting: the
Vincent A. Hartgen Years
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
University of Maine Museum
of Art
Norumbega Hall (Bangor)
Free with MaineCard, $3 w/out

LECTURES
New Writing Series
Mel Nichols Rod Smith
4:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 14
Soderberg, Jenness Hall

THEATER
"The Marriage of Figaro"
School of the Performing Arts
Opening night: Friday, Feb. 15
at 7:30 p.m.
& Saturday, Feb. 16 at 7:30
p.m.
& Sunday, Feb. 17 at 2 p.m.
"The Last of the Red Hot
Lovers"
Friday, Feb. 15 at 8 p.m.
& Saturday, Feb. 16 at 5 p.m.
& Sunday, Feb. 17 at 2 p.m.
Penobscot Theatre

FILMS
MPAC Film Series
"Darwin's Nightmare"
7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 14
Little Hall, Room 140
"The Story of Stuff"
Discussion to follow
12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 7
Winslow Hall

VALENTINE'S DAY
Get 'er somethin' nice!

If you would like your
event posted in The Maine
Campus Style calendar, send
time, day, date, place and fee
information to Brett Sowerby
on FirstClass.

NATIONAL CONDOM WEEK

Pickin' up
good

vibrations
By Gabrielle Berube

When Ifirst heard of sex toy parties,
they were described like Tupperware
parties with sex toys instead of
reusable storage containers. Never
having been to a Tupperware party,
and like any good college student,I did
a little research on wikipedia.org.
Wikipedia said that Brownie
Wise, the aptly named marketing
agent for the Tupperware
Company in the '50s,invented the
concept of the Tupperware party to
sell delightful food storage units to
women. The article further suggested that this method is now a
commonly employed marketing
strategy for selling everything
from cosmetics to bake ware and
kitchen utensils — and sex toys
too.
The basic idea is to sell a product by having a party with games,
eats and giveaways; all themed
toward the particular product in
question. The whole strategy is
steeped in social psychological
principles that assert we like to
have enjoyable experiences. We're
more likely to have favorable
opinions of people and things we
experience while happy and we
look to our peers for guidance on
our opinions. In laymen's terms,
we like having fun with our
friends and they help us form
opinions about things in our lives.
Beyond that, sex toy parties are
reported to provide a safe and
open forum for participants to discuss sex and their sex lives in a
way that is seemingly unavailable
in daily conversation.
After attending a sex toy party
a few months ago, I can attest to
the alternative dynamic provided
by the party atmosphere. The party
was all women; occasionally there
are co-ed sex toy parties that are
put on with varying degrees of
success. I found that the womenonly party I attended was a liberating experience as the discussion
turned to toys and the inherent
awkwardness associated with
humans having sex, with old
friends and new.
The host kept everyone on their
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Gabrielle Berube
The Maine Campus
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Sex toys, cremes and
other items that can
enhance the romance —
or intimidate your partner.

toes with games and interactive
demonstrations. We passed around
countless toys and accessories: dildos, vibrators — or as my mother's generation calls them, personal massagers — beaded thong
underwear and toys for two, as
well as sampling creams, lotions
and lubricants of different flavors
and functions.
Throughout the party there
were games that helped all of us
discover — some for the first time
— what we did and didn't like
about our partners and sex lives.
By the end, every woman was
eager to invest in a toy, book,
cream or other sexcessory for
themselves, friends and partners. I
left the party enlightened not only
about sex toys, but also about the

wide range of attitudes
women have towards sex
and their own sexuality.
Most of the women interviewed reported that they
use sex toys as another way
to get in touch with their
own sexuality and figure out
what works for them. About
half the men interviewed
explained that they thought
women used sex toys because their
partners simply weren't satisfactory. The other half reported that
they found sex toys intriguing and
that women probably used them
because "self love" is fun,relaxing
and a great way to know one's
body. This stark divergence in
responses from the men led to further contemplation on the idea of
familiarity with one's body.
The general college community
— and perhaps the sexually active
adults nationwide — seem to
accept the idea that sometimes
women
fake
orgasms.
Traditionally, the blame has been
placed on inattentive partners or
the myth that some women simply

can't achieve orgasm; both interviewees and human sexuality texts
reported that female orgasms do,
in fact, exist, but figuring out how
to bring them about can be a bit of
a trick.
One woman, Sarah* — who
has hosted several parties and is an
avid sex toy user herself —
explained that she uses toys
because "it is important to know
more about your own body than
anyone else, know what you like,
know what works and know how
to be comfortable with yourself. A
couple years ago, I didn't know
any of that stuff, and I'm sure a lot
of women still don't. In a way,it is
liberating, inspiring and encouraging to be able to take care of yourself in the happiness department."
Sarah reported that she enjoyed
being with sexual partners more
after she knew what worked for
her in the bedroom; she said that
self-love is "more about me and
less about the toys."
Other women interviewed

See TOYS on page 11
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Two locals'second go at love

A'Marriage'of Mozart & Maine

Distance and time make the heart grow fonder

"Figaro" opens this Friday as a multi-department effort
his wife, and she wishes to expose him. All
the while, two young
lovers try to gain each
other's hand and two
women try to gain
Figaro as a husband.
The history of the
opera, however, is less
comedic. Based on the
play
by
PierreAugustin Caron de
Beaumarchais, Figaro
was composed in
1786. The play was
banned in Paris and
Vienna due to its criticism of the aristocracy, but thankfully, the
operatic adaptation
was a critical success
in Prague and remains
well-loved to present.
Tom Mikotowicz,
Photo Courtesy of facebook.com
who is directing the
production, said in his reflection
By Lisa Haberzettl
on the piece, "many years later,
For the first time in over a Napoleon himself said something
decade, the School of Performing to the effect that the French
Arts is proud to present a full- Revolution started with 'that
scale opera. "The Marriage of damn play!"
The production includes the
Figaro" is a major interdiscipliparticipation
of approximately
collaboration,
drawing
on
nary
100
students,
including
30 stage
the resources of the dance,theatre
performers
and
35
instrumentaland music departments as well as
from the Honors College and sev- ists. Casting began in September,
eral classes throughout the and the musical portion of the
College of Liberal Arts and show was rehearsed for the entire
fall semester.
Sciences.
Stage rehearsals began a week
With music by Wolfgang
before
the start of this spring
Amadeus Mozart and lyrics by
Lorenzo de Ponte,"The Marriage semester. Members have rehearsed
of Figaro" is one of the most every weeknight since then. In
addition, production members
famous operas of all time.
The story is set in Seville, took part in extensive research.
Spain. Filled with jealous and Actors had workshop time with
unfaithful lovers, class tensions internationally trained comedian
and above all, wit and humor, Julie Goell. Production members
"The Marriage of Figaro" is a also worked with different departsequel to "The Barber of Seville." ments, learning about the play,
Our hero is the title character, opera and the historical period durFigaro. His master is cheating on ing which the story is set.

By Matthew Penney

Stage construction features the
works of guest lighting designer
Burke Brown and guest scene
designer Laura McPherson, both
of whom worked closly with student theatre technician and
Technical Director Joe Donovan.
Costumes and wigs were rented
from an outside company; costume supervisor for "The
Marriage of Figaro" is Lucia
Williams-Young. Terry Lacy
directed choreography.
"The Marriage of Figaro" features "some of the most magnificent music ever written, a classic
set of comic characters and an
imaginative plot that has entertained audiences for more than
200 years," Mikotowicz said.
Students, faculty and indeed
anyone who has ever snubbed
their nose at opera should not shy
away from this production. The
SPA has chosen to present "The
Marriage of Figaro" in an English
translation for better comprehension.
"Opera has a reputation of
being stuffy and having limited
audience appeal," said Maestro
Ludlow Hallman, musical director for "The Marriage of Figaro."
"We hope to dispel this idea for
those who attend this production."
"The Marriage of Figaro" has
its opening this weekend at
Hauck Auditorium with shows on
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 15 and
16, at 7:30 p.m. Sunday offers a
matinee showing at 2:00 p.m.
Show times are the same for the
following weekend, Feb. 22-24.
Tickets sell for $12 a piece
but are free for UMaine students. "We are hoping that
everyone on campus and the
surrounding area will come,"
said Hallman. "We promise
you'll have a good time!"
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Imagine, 16 years later, meeting "the one that got away" —
and then marrying them. That's
what happened with Jeffrey
Bergeron and his wife Darlene
when they were re-united by
chance.
They both attended Husson
College as undergraduates in the
'80s, were close friends and had
always had a mutual interest in
each other. "For whatever reasons romance never was given a
chance," Jeffrey said. "I thought
Darlene was very attractive and!
was interested, however there
were two obstacles between us
dating."
"First, she and her roommate
Darla both had a crush on me.
Second, while I liked Darla and
Darlene, I was kind of afraid of
them," he continued,"they both
talked incessantly and I didn't
know if I could live with someone who talked so much."
Darlene Bergeron had a
slightly different story: "I never
ever thought that we would date.
I was way too insecure at that
age and shied away from guys,
other than friendship. I did,however, admire Jeff because he was
such a gentleman ... and that
was a hard trait to find in any of
the guys I knew. Jeff was always
very respectful."
After graduation, Darlene
moved to Venezuela and stayed
with her Venezuelan roommates'
family. "It was very hard in
Venezuela, emotionally, because
I had never left my family, let
alone the state of Maine,"
Darlene said.
"I loved the culture and wanted to get to know the country
and its people better so I put that
as my first priority. I really felt
like I became part of the people,
the country and the culture."
During her life in Venezuela,
Darlene married and had children. Her husband was offered a
job in France and she moved
there with her new family.
"Going to France was a bit more
difficult to acculturate because!
had a very young child and then
had two more,besides a husband

and a home to care for."
"I did, however, study which
gave me the opportunity to meet
and socialize in the educational
environment, but that contact
was limited because of all the
family responsibilities I had,"
she continued. Darlene later
moved to Mexico where her
marriage ended and she moved
back to Maine.
Jeffrey received a commission in the United States Air
Force, went through flight
school, married, had two children and later divorced. During
that time, Jeffrey and Darlene
barely spoke. "We exchanged
Christmas cards a couple of
times when she was in France
and she called me once when she
was in Mexico," Jeffrey said.
When they finally met again
at his house, in Old Town, 16
years later, their romance began
to flourish. They both remember
the day vividly. "Darla and her
husband brought Darlene up to
Bangor. They called me and I
met them at a restaurant. I was
excited and hopeful," Jeffrey
said.
"I still remember that day. I
was late because I had to drop
off my kids. I walked in to the
restaurant and I immediately
saw them. Darlene was wearing
a white-knit top with tan colored
shorts. Darlene stayed with me
for a week that seemed like living in paradise. Five months
later she and her girls moved in."
At this point in their lives,
Darlene and Jeffrey had already
been divorced and had children
from those marriages. The introduction of new family members
can be a nightmare, but for
Darlene and Jeffrey their children were accepting of the
change."This was an adjustment
for everyone, but Jeff and I were
very lucky that our children
actually liked each other," said
Darlene.
As the Bergeron's embark on
their 11th anniversary together
they have amazing memories
filled with highs and lows creating an interesting and wonderful
journey — 16 years later.
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Montgomery's adaptive measures

UMaine joins the iTunes family
The University gains admittance to exclusive e-club

University of Maine student holds art show at Bowdoin
By Derek Dobachesky

"I also picked 'Adaptive
Measures' because my art is
On Feb. 1, a caravan of kind of adaptive in that I don't
University of Maine students usually start with a specifi
c
braved the treacherous weather idea in mind. I have trouble
and made the trek down the picturing things so I'll start
Brunswick to witness another laying strokes down on paper,
show of environmental doom- start laying color down
on
and-gloom.
paper and it'll start turning into
That evening was the open- something and then once it
ing night of UMaine student starts looking like something to
Zach Montgomery's art show, me I'll just kind of run with it,"
"Adaptive Measures," which is Montgomery said.
being featured at Bowdoin
Although the works mostly
College. The opening began at depicted
doom-and-gloom,
7 p.m. on a stormy evening, there were also lighter pieces.
with first snow and then freez- "Fall in Maine" is a whimsical
ing rain pouring down and the piece featuring wind breezing
roads covered in a thick layer through brightly colored trees,
of ice. In addition to the art- while
the
three-part
work, attendees were treated to "Serendipitism" pieces likecomplimentary
wine
and wise featured vibrant colors in
snacks.
swirling patterns.
The theme of Montgomery's
Montgomery's show
at
art show was generally one of Bowdoin could also be
environmental ruin. One piece described as `seredipitism' —
depicted a dollar sign chopping the people at the school deciddown a tree as its peers stared ed to host his show after a
on in horror, while another friend of his from high school,
showed an enraged sun scorch- who is president of student
ing the earth.
government there, showed picMontgomery explained that tures of his pieces. His friend
he choose the name "Adaptive helped Montgomery after being
Measures" for two reasons. asked whether there were any
The first reason was that "I feel opportunities for displaying art
like we as humans try to adapt at Bowdoin.
technologically to whatever we
Shaun Verrier, a third-year
do ... I feel like that's a mistake food science and nutriti
on
in itself," Montgomery said. In major at UMaine, made
the
addition, it also describes the treacherous trip down from
way Montgomery approaches Orono the evening of the opencreating his artworks.
ing. To Verrier the piece

"Manifest Destiny" stood out.
"Manifest Destiny' was
ridiculous because it was so
detailed. There was a lot of
minutia, and it was a smart
piece," Verrier said.
That piece, which shows houses
popping up across a landscape with
the phrase 'sky is the limit'filling the
sky, was one of a three-part series of
pieces which follow a sort of
chronology of the colonization and
development of America.
As Montgomery describes
it, "We first came to this country, we could do whatever we
want and then we exploited it a
bunch, and I think it's going to
come back to really bite us in
the end."
Montgomery
saw
the
evening as a success. "For how
horrible the weather was, I
think it was really successful,"
Montgomery said.
Five pieces at the show were
sold for a total of $950. The
pieces will remain on display
throughout the showing, which
goes until Feb. 29. Students
can observe the display at the
Lamarche Lounge in Smith
Union at Bowdoin College in
Brunswick.
Students who didn't brave
the Feb. 1 weather, however,
will not have the same experience,
as
complimentary
refreshments will no longer be
available.
"The wine was good,"
Verrier said

By Tracy Evans
In January The University of
Maine became a member of
iTunesU, which is a program that
allows university-related audio and
video streaming over the iTunes Web
site. Using the new iTunesU, students will be able to download
course content and lectures as easily
as they download their favorite
songs. These lectures, interviews,
audio books and other sources of
information are available,for free, at
the iTunes store once students have
downloaded the software.
While Blackboard and WebCT
are sites that allow students to access
course curriculum,class discussions,
homework assignments and lectures,
iTunesU offers benefits such as
improved image quality and aerss
to specific course content. Students
can access thousands of shared files
from nearly 40 universities.
As described on their Web site,
Apple hopes that by making it possible for universities to share their content with the public, it will motivate
and engage students, as well as continue to inform alumni, parents and
the community.
Once the content has been downloaded on iTunes, it can be transferred onto an iPod — or any of a
whole slew of other portable media
players. Having the ability to access
material that would normally only be
viewable on a computer could benefit students by integrating studies into
everyday,on-the-go life.
This semester, two UMaine new
media courses have been .using

their lectures.
Some of the core requirements
for this online class include regular
podcast lectures. In one of the classes, students interacted live with
Professor Kenneth Feinstein, who
was in Singapore, for more than an
hour. The lecture was then streamed
online for other students to view.
Aside from the new media course
content, the university has posted
features from the ',Maine Today
magazine, dozens of interviews with
various UMaine professors as well as
campus-related news items, such as
six Campus Events tracks, 33
UMaine Athletics tracks and 18
tracks from UMaine Today On Air.
"Maine's [iTunesU] site is still in
the process of growing and expanding," Justin Hafford, assistant director for distance education, said.
Hafford said the site should see considerable growth once other issues,
such as transferring the school database to PeopleSoft, have been
resolved.
Apple's iTunes software can
be downloaded for free onto
either Macs or PCs from
http:,,www.apple.com,itunes. All
downloaded content is automatically
organized
under
a
"University of Maine" play list.
Maine is one of 37 universities
that contribute to the 30,000 files
on iTunesU, alongside Bowdoin,
Duke, Yale and Berkeley. More
recent members include Central
Washington University, the
American Military University and
the University of Southern
California.

iTunesl to download and archive
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Java Jive serves a second cup
Choice Professionals and Sprinkletown snag two spots

Nicholas Chiumenti+ The Maine Campus
The Choice Professionals,
performed with two other
groups Tuesday evening during
UMaine's weekly Java Jive.
By Benjamin Costanzi
It was a hearty crowd Tuesday
night in the North Dining Room of
the Memorial Union for the second
round of Java Jive's Project qualifying round. The Project is Java
Jive's annual spring talent competition for acoustic music. The contest is a 'Battle of the Bands' playoff with three qualifying rounds,
the next and last of which is
Tuesday, Feb. 26 at 7:00 p.m. The
qualifiers go on to a semi-final
round that is being held on
Tuesday, March 25 at 8:00 p.m.,
and the final round is scheduled for
Tuesday, April 22 at 8:00 p.m.
This week,four acts squared off
for two openings in the next round.
First up was Colin McGovern, who
started his set off with a beautifully sincere rendition of Woody
Guthrie's "Talking Fishing Blues,"
which he followed with a long
song about "getting [his] ass
kicked." The song was a message
in favor of non-violence, and there
was no harm in his harmonica
playing either.
Next up was a delightful quartet
calling themselves Sprinldetown.
Comprised of Patrick Gill on
ukulele, Aimee Poulin on tambourine and maraca, James Marcel

'TOW
from page 8
reported sex toys helped spice up
their sex lives, whether they intended to or not. Peg* told me that a personal vibrator she bought for herself
created waves in the bedroom when
she brought it home from a party,
"my boyfriend wouldn't talk to me
for a whole day. When he fmally
would speak to me again, he was
completely offended that I had
bought a vibrator, thinking it was
replacing him or that he wasn't making it happen in bed (not the case). I
thought it was funny that he felt
threatened by an inch-long pink
bunny, and told him so — which I
guess wasn't the nicest way to bolster his manly pride back up ... I
never have actually gotten to use my
vibrator because any time I go near
it, he jumps to get there first and
ensure that his sexual prowess is
unrivaled So vibrators have helped
me get more action, even though
I've never used it."
In contrast, some men not only
understand and appreciate the usefulness of sex toys for their partners,

on ukulele and melodica and
Derek Wheelden on guitar, the
group began with a churning number called "Elephant Giver," which
contained several exhilarating
melodica solos. The melodica —
in case you were wondering — is
kind of like a harmonica/recorder
with a keyboard attached. Their
next song was a Portuguese number featuring Marcel on the uke,
Poulin on maraca and a nice stabbing guitar line by Wheelden.
While crooning in Portuguese,
James managed to get the crowd
fired up with solicitations to "put
[our] hands in the air" and "now
clap those hands!" The request was
granted and their final song, which
was something along the lines of
an ode to a recycling bin, closed
things out on a humorous note. The
multi-instrumentalism and whimsical stage presence carried
Sprinkletown into the next round.
Performing third was the
Choice Professionals, a band fronted by guitarist Nick Mather and
featuring trumpeter Karl Varian.
Musically, these guys were incredibly tight and the combination of
incredible rhythmic agreement,
impressive vocals by Mather and
original material allowed them to
utilize power in numbers and
advance.
The final performance was
from Andrew Wright. He played
original material, even admitting
as a preface to his second tune,
"this is the song you get embarrassed in front of your guy friends
for [playing]." Despite excellent
musicianship and sincerity, it wasn't enough to overcome the band
factor.
The level of talent was high
across the board, but two have
moved on to meet the previous
three. This year's Project semifinals now include: Rachel Joyce,
Jason Pote, Erik Schwab,
Sprinkletown and the Choice
Professionals. Don't miss the next
qualifying round in the North
Dining Room of the Memorial
Union Tuesday, Feb. 26 at 7:00
p.m.

but are happy to bring toys into the
bedroom with their partner. Anne*,
who has attended several sex toy
parties and hosted her own, said
although most of her guy friends shy
away from talking about anything
remotely related to their sex lives,
her boyfriend is happy to indulge
with toys in the bedroom. She suggests "talking to your partner before
buying anything to see what he/she
is willing to experiment with," and
warns not to "take your sex toy purchasing too seriously ... it's okay to
laugh."
While it seems most women — at
least those who participate in self
love — find the addition of toys to
their sex lives healthy, delightful and
a great way to know themselves, it
will undoubtedly take men a fair few
years to unify their support for sex
toys. As one male informant
explained, "My sex-positive self
thinks it's kind of hot to think of a
partner using one, but I suspect
men's attitudes are all over the
board,including some men who feel
challenged."
*Due to the sensitive nature of
this column, the names have been
changed to protect the happy.
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Association, Committee & Club Members
Budget packets for the 08-09 fiscal year are available now in the
Student Government Financial Affairs Office(FAO), Room 152,
on the ground floor of the Memorial Union during regular office hours.
These packets can be obtained on a daily basis through Thursday, March 20, 2008.
Some organizations have been assigned mailboxes in the Wade Center for Student
Leadership. For these organizations, the packets have been placed there already.
The only organizations that need an appointment scheduled with the VPFA
are Student Entertainment, Legal Services, Boards and Community Association
representatives. A list of appointment times will be available in the FAO for these
organizations.
REQUIREMENTS: Your club must be considered active, attained final approval
status and the president and treasurer must be undergraduate students. To check
your club status, please come to the FAO as soon as possible.

DEADLINE: Completed forms must be submitted
to the Financial Affairs Office by
Friday, March 215t, 2008 at 3pm.
For

more information, contact Susan Poll at 1-1778.
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Amy B,
Although our one
night extravaganza did
not last as long ,as I
wished it did, i want
you to know that it was wonderful
and that I am definitely ready for
round 2 baby. Gimrne a call.
-K fizzle
Dear Susanne Darling,
I couldn't ask for anything better
than to have you as my girlfriend.
Everyday,through struggles,I think
of you, and the clouds automatically move out of the sky. I cannot
wait to take this relationship to a
new level, you are my soulmate.
Love you, your one and only,
Benjamin.
Happy Valentine's Day to Dr.
Caron and all the CHF 351 TA's
Happy V-day and Birthday
Aimee!
Love ya BF
"I guarantee there'll be tough
times.1 guarantee that at some
time,one or both of us is gonna
want to get out ofthis thing.
But I also guarantee that if!
don't ask you to be mine,I'll
regret itfor the rest of my life,
because 1 know,in my heart,
you're the only onefor me."
Runaway Bride

love
when you
sing, when
you write,
when you
hold me....
my life is
better
because
I'm
with you. I love you!
Love, Ashley
ou know that place between
sleep and awake,the place
where you can still remember
dreaming? That's where I'll
always love you. That's where
I'll be waiting."
Hook

We're like peas and macaroni
& cheese! I knew from my
Brown's window... Love you.
To my sig
- Love you girls Paintcan
M.Fitta
Fall out Boy is never the "in"
thing to do. Glad we agree:)
Happy V-Day
I love Pi Beta Phi!
Valentine's Day

Happy

"Death cannot stop true love.
All it can do is delay itfora
while."

Dear Chris,
Ijust want to tell you how much I
appreciate having you in my life and
that taking our relationship to a new
level means so much to me. #3'7
I love you so much,
- Molly Baby xoxoxo

I am cheating on you. Put that
in your pipe and smoke it.

Laura,
Do you love me? Are you playing your love games with me?
Love, Old Gregg

"Do you ever put your arms out
and just spin and spin and
spin? Well, that's what love is
like. Everything inside ofyou
tells you to stop before youfall,
but you just keep going."
Practical Magic

Little Bo PeepI'm not gonna sleep....
I love you,
KL
Blair Bear So glad you came into my life,
Thanks for always being there for
me!
All my love,
Tammy
"That's why they call them
crushes. Ifthey were easy,
they'd call them something
else.'
Sixteen Candles

Happy Valentine's Day Noah
Paytas! I love you babe!

Happy

"Ifyou love someone you say
it, you say it right then, out
loud. Otherwise the moment
just - passes you by..."
My Best Friends Wedding

TH,
I am so glad I decided to come
to UMaine - finding you has
changed my life forever. Thank
you. I will love you to the end of
my days. You are my one and
only Valentine forever.
CS
Courtney
Want to climb under the sheets
tonight to celebrate our love? I
know I do. Let's begin with lots of
kisses - all over.
Happy V-Day.
Steve.
"When you realize you want to
spend the rest ofyour life with
somebody,you want the rest of
your life to start as soon as
possible."
When Harry Met Sally

Dear Copy Desk,
Will you be my girlfriend? My
love may not fall in line with the
A.P. Style Guide, but I still think
we would be good together.
Alicia

I
THINK
YOU'RE
AWFULLY NICE. LET'S
MAKE OUT!
Kelly, Coco, Lydia, Emma,
Jess Elizabeth, Becky, Liz, Tricia,
Arron:
I want you ladies to know how
much I love you today and every day.
X0X0X0 Hits
Joseph,
I love you more than you love
Guitar Hero, Futurama and
Option 4. That's a lot of love.
-The Girl"Sometimes I wish I had never
met you. Because then I could
go to sleep at night not knowing there was someone like you
out there."
Good Will Hunting

Terrie,
Scrapbooks, Apples to Apples,
Loaded question! What FUN!
There's only two other people I
talk about as much! Sorry about
the V8 thing.
LOVE
MBCCD
Helen,
Our song! "If You Could Only
See" by Tonic, I listen to it every
day. I see you practically every day
too! Let's do volunteer work again.
LOVE
MBCCD

"Talking about love is like
dancing about architecture."
Playing By Heart

To The Maine Campus copy desk,
Shall I compare thee to a summer's day? Thou art fair and far
more temperate Seriously, you
rock my socks! Muah!
Secret Admirer
For the wonderful and charming Barry Obama - I was just
tickled pink that you would take
time out of your busy schedule to
come visit our humble state.
Come back soon.
UMaine
To all of my friends
on this day of love
our friendship fits
like a hand to a glove!
XO
ICatelin
"You have bewitched me,body
and soul,and!love,!love,!
love you.I never wish to be partedfrom youfrom this day on."
Pride & Prejudice

The Princess Bride

Happy Valentine's Day: Will,
Sean, Sarah, Morgan, Eddie, and
Steph! I love you all!

Somebody loves you,I promise

Joseph,
I am pregnant.
Valentine's Day.
Mary

S

We love Maine Hockey! Happy
Valentine's Day from your fans!
To the guys in Gannett on the
floor above,
We love you
300(000 From the girls below
To M.P
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
I am in love,
and it is no longer with you.
See ya around! NOT!
KC
To my Honey Bunny,
I love you always and forever...
Happy Valentine's Day!
Josh

Happy Valentine's Day Jill
Whittmore!
I love you, because your the best!
(Don't tell Rach, tho)

"You are what! never knew I
always wanted."

Hap Val's Day UMaine
Cheer Div s,
You guys are amaze I Laaaveeee
all you dads. Eggs Byeeee.
Lil

To the guy who sits in the middle
section, 4th row from the back with
the baseball cap in human sex
I
think you are hot - do you have a
valentine? would you like one?

Fools Rush In

I know you like your girls just
a little bit older... and Swedish,
but when you ski or dance for me
I can't get enough. Happy hearts
day, see you tonight.
"Love is passion,obsession,
someone you can't live without.
Ifyou don't start with that, what
are you going to end up with? I
sayfall head over heels. Find
someone you love like crazy and
who'll love you the same way
back.And how do youfind
him? Forget your head and listen to your heart. But you have
to try, because ifyou haven't
tried, you haven't lived."

"Kiss me. Kiss me as if it were
the last ante."
Casablanca

Rosa,
Ile BAT is creepy, but I'm
glad we met that day, you were so
tempennental! Guess we all have
days like that. "Look-a-like" that was funny!
LOVE
MBCCD
Alana,
You're better than a thousand
cakes and pies. I love you.
<3 - Ronnie the Bear

My dearest Maine Campus
staff, my loins bum for you! My
doctor said maybe we should lay
off our production night rituals 'til
that clears up.
XO - Gabi
Andrew,
Thanks for continuing to make
this the worlds most painful holiday.
Three years later and the band-aid is
still barely holding. Why do I still
hope that you're happy?
The Hunter
"When they ask me whatI liked
best, I'll tell them it was you."

Meet Joe Black
To Lee R:
Making Our Way by Touch
Inhaling this consumingfeeling.
The scent of voujust leaves me
reeling.
The breath that you sere
Brings me down to my knees
Your swelling desire reveling.

Spitty,
You're the world's scariest spider! .0
Love,
Alana
"Don'tforget.Ins just a girl
standing infront ofa boy...
asking him to love her."
Notting Hill

Katie,
PSILY
Cam
"I willfind you. No matter
how long it will take, no
matter how far."

Dear Maine Campus Dark
Room,
Thanks for all the sexy fun
times. ;)
Love always,
A satisfied Lover

Last of the Mohicans

Roo Rooerson,
Although my own awkwardness
is surpassed by none, you come in a
close second. How about we drink in
a month and ten days? Here's to
comfort and warmth.
-B
Maine Campus,
Your diabolical plan to destroy
my social life has been a hard-fought
one. How about on this day of love,
we call a truce?
Sincerely,
Style & Culture Editor

City of Angels

S,
I still love you, but did I
catch it from you or not? I kinda
need to know.
V
C,
I'm sorry you're hurting.
If it will help you get over me
faster, please know that I have
completely gotten over you
everyday since we parted.
*You make me want to be a
better man."
As Good As It Gets

Ophelia,
I miss your fuzzy butt, your sawdust scent, and your beady black
eyes. Please come back to me.
Desperately yours,
Ragtime Roastbeefy
Kelsey C,
From Alpha Phi, to Sugarloaf,
to Portland to Florida - I can't wait
to make many more memories
with you. Happy Valentines Day.
Love your twin,
Christi H

Jacob,
I forget you as soon as I closed
my eyes.
Your B--FOr the vay bestEditor-in-Chef ever,
I wish we had had a thesaurus
so I could express my approval
with more feeling. Get on that!
X0X0
-G
Dear Snow Day,
Please come back to us! We
love you!!!
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This week is
National Condom
Week so I'd like to
focus today's column on a few
questions 1 have
received related to
condoms. Let me
start off by saying:
Vows of abstinence break far
more often than
condoms. Having
said that, I would
like to point out
that the simple
truth is that, for sexually active couples, condoms are the best
means we have of preventing HIV and other sexually transmitted infections(girls). For a couple who is committed to having
sexual intercourse and who have any concern regarding any of
the STIs,latex condoms are the best means of preventing infection. Abstinence and a mutually faithful monogamous relationship with an uninfected partner,few would argue,are even more
effective; but if sexual intercourse is going to occur, whatever
the reasons behind the decision, condoms are the best approach
to preventing an infection. With nearly 20 million new cases of
STIs each year (about half occurring among 15-24 year olds),
sexually active students need to pay attention to what works to
reduce the risk of infection.

SUDOKUPUZZLE
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*Keep condoms in a cool, thy and convenient place.
I am uncomfortable with even bringing up the
issue of condoms with my boyfriend. How do you
make it easier to even suggest them? Female,

The Maine
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Daily SuDoku:Tue 12-Feb-2008

easy

HOW TO PLAY
•Each row (horizontal line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.
•Each column (vertical line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.

•Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in any order but
each digit can only appear once.
There is only one correct answer!

small step no.
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TAKE A SMALL STEP TO GET HEALTHY

ACROSS

1. An inclined surface

5. Website addresses
9. Combination (abbrev.)
14. Margarine
15. An oil-rich bean or seed
16. Egg-shaped
17. Chooses
18. Beige
19, Black European thrush
20. Fleece
22. Liberates
23. A piece of armor to protect thighs
24. A Christmas song
26. Macaws
29. Wore away
33. Disciple
38. Filled with stars

39. To thrust with a weapon (archaic)
-
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Dr. Sandra Caron

Sophomore
I think you need to step back and take a look at what
you are saying. If you are uncomfortable bringing the
issue up of condom use, then perhaps you aren't ready to
be sexually involved. It is not always easy to discuss such
issues, but it is important. If you and your partner are
uncomfortable with condom use, consider the following:
•Communication is crucial. It may seem "unromantic," but planning your contraception/STI protection strategy before you are sexually entangled is essential. Sex is
too important to be left up to your genitals. Giving or getling an infection or worrying about pregnancy is about as
unromantic as you can get. Explore your feelings together; share your knowledge. Consider visiting Cutler for
information -together. Neither partner should be forced
to use a form of birth control he or she is truly unhappy
I have never used a condom - and I'm not even with. But the issue of protection must be dealt with - by
sure how to use them right. Being a guy,I know this both of you.
seems dumb,but I am new to this and my girlfriend
• Don't forget your sense of humor and playfulness.
and I want to be sure we have protection. Male, First- Condoms can actually provide lots of laughs; laughter
Year
and sex go well together. Fancy condoms - lubricated,
Let me begin by pointing out that condoms are inex- ribbed,flavored, colored(have you seen the black "tuxepensive,easy to use and easy to get. Become familiar with do condoms" for formal affairs?) - are popular for their
what they look like and feel like by obtaining a few sam- entertainment value. Let yourself be entertained.
ples from Cutler, the Peer Educators or at the local drug
• Stand your ground. Unless you want to risk pregstore. Take one out ofthe package and see how it is rolled; nancy and an STI, you need protection during sex. If
perhaps try rolling it down 2fingers to get the hang of how your partner says "no" to using a condom,you can just tell
it will go on.For condoms to work,they must be used cor- him: "None of my other partners have minded. What's
reedy and consistently. Check out some demonstrations of wrong with you?". If your partner cares about you, he'll
condom use online, such as on You-Tube. The tbllowing want to do the right thing and use a condom.
instructions will help ensure effective use:
•Use latex condoms every time you have sexual interWhich condoms are the best? Male, Junior
course.
The best condoms are the one's that are actually used
'Do not put a condomless penis into a vagina or anus. correctly and consistently. I would suggest checking out
Even if a guy has great "control" there is always the pos- Consumer Reports http://www,consumeneports.org for
sibility of pre-ejaculatory leakage, and skin-to-skin con- their review of the best condoms.
tact with an infection.
•I Pave about a half-inch of space at the condom tip,
Sandra L. Caron is a Professor of Family
and roll the condom all the way down to the base of the Relations/Human Sexuality in the College of Education
penis.
& Human Development. She teaches CHF 351: Human
*Soon after ejaculation,the penis should be withdrawn Sexuality and hosts her own national Web site, College
before the erection is gone. Make sure you or your part- Sex Talk. Questionsfor Dr. Caron can be sent directly to
ner hold the base of the condom firmly against the penis her on FirstClass (sandy.carongtonionaine.edu).
as it is withdrawn so it does not slip off.
Copyright Sandra L. Caron 2008.
'Do not re-use condoms.
_
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40. Noise made while sleeping
42. A citizen of Denmark
43. Spread negative information about
45. Enrolled
47. Northwestern state
48. Priestly vestment
49. Slogan
52. An adult insect
57. Regions
60. Booked or slotted
63. Social status
64. Sun god (Sumerian mythology)
65. Linoleum (abbrev.)
66. Electronic letters
67. Mob
68. Always
69. Impertinent
70. Anagram of "Salt"
71. Dried hemp leaves
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1. Perch
2. Greek first letter
3. Distributes
4. What a model does'
5. Utilizes
6. Stone
7. Words of a song
8. Steam bath
9. Soothe
10. Overburdens
11. Not less
12. Digestive fluid
13. Lyric poems
21. A juicy gritty-textured fruit
25. Sell again
27. Dispatched again
28. Annual (abbrev.)
30. "Dam!"
31. Sea eagle
32. Colored cloth
33. Type of hairstyle
34. One who accomplishes
35. Bee colony
36. Puzzling
37. Foot digit
41. Registered Nursing Assistant
44. Slackly
46. Cited from the same place
50. Genus of hemlock spruce
51. Base 8 number system
53 Donkeys
54. Not dead
55 tJnits of heredity
56. Smells
57. Expert flyers
58. Avatar of Vishnu
59. Jacob's brother
61. Pursuit
62, They come from chickens
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Portland to receive new team?
Ownership group tries to bring Boston Celtic affiliate to Maine
By Sean Hladick

Start now and be ready to hit the beach in March!
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Bangor Family Healthcare
Laser Hair Removal• Pigmented Laser Treatment

(207)945-3800
Call now to receive a 30% student discount!

Breast Cancer Awareness at the Alfond!
Saturday, February 16th,2008
Wear Pink to these Events to Help Show your Support!
- Women's Ice Hockey
Women's Basketball
aine vs BC
Saturday & Sunday
Feb. 16th &17th
Maine vs Stony Brook
7 p.m.& 12 p.m.
Noon - Alfond Arena
Mond Arena
Other Events This Week:

40(
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from Danielle Cyr and rifled a
goaltender.
Wff
: remaining in the
od, UMaine struck again, this
from page 15
time off the stick of fourth-year
Kim Meagher. Patterson assisted
Despite the loss, Turgeon
the goal. At the end of the
on
reached quite a notable milestone
UMaine held the slight
period,
with her 32 saves on the night.
shot
advantage,
12-11.
The third-year moved to 1,776
continued
Bears
Black
The
for her career, surpassing
Amanda Cronin's career number their assault in the second period.
of 1,757 from 1998-2002. She At the 6:41 mark, Vanessa Vani
now stands at the top of capitalized off a Northeastern
UMaine's prestigious career defensive breakdown and was
able to bury a shorthanded goal.
saves list.
In round two the next night, Patterson notched her second
UMaine came back with a assist of the night. This only
vengeance. They set the tone in increased the momentum, which
the first period, battled hard and UMaine used to put away another
goal with just under eight minwere rewarded with just over five
utes left. Vani
minutes remaining. On their first second-year pushed the puck to
Amy Stech, who
power-play opportunity, secondbeat the goalie and brought the
year Lexie Hoffmeyer took a pass

lead to 4-0. UMaine again outshot Northeastern, 15-11.
remaining,
5:37
With
Turgeon's bid for a shutout was
spoiled when Northeastern's
Chelsey Jones scored her 10th
goal of the year. Jones added
another goal just a minute later,
but UMaine's lead was too much
to come back from, and they
secured the victory 4-2.
For the second night in a row,
UMaine's penalty kill was flawless. They were able to shut down
the Huskies on all nine of their
attempts on the weekend. Much
of that success is owed to
Turgeon, who turned in another
great game with 36 saves.
The team will try to ride the
momentum this weekend in a
two-game home stand against
Boston College.

more research."
The Black Bears are encouraging fans to help support breast cancer research by buying special silicone bracelets, participating in
special raffles and partaking in a
special silent auction sponsored by
Bangor Savings Bank.
"Bangor Savings Bank really is
the huge sponsor for our team.
They've donated at least $1,800
that we've used for our `pink'
themed jerseys," added Steven
Padgett of the UMaine Athletics

Media Relations Department.
Fans will have a chance to participate in the auction at the hockey game or online.
Fans attending the game will be
asked to make a donation to their
cause, as admission to Women's
Ice Hockey games are free. Prior
to the game,the Orono Sports Cafe
will host a pre-game party from
4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. with a portion
of their proceeds benefiting breast
cancer awareness.

4 Hockey
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For those here in Orono, the
closest professional sports venue
is in Portland, home of the
Seadogs and Pirates. The state of
Maine embraces these teams with
special vigor and has been
rewarded by seeing some of the
sporting world's greatest talents
develop. Now an ownership
group headed by Bill Ryan Sr. and
Jr., famous for the TD Banknorth
empire, are looking to add a new
Celtics
Boston
a
team:
Developmental League affiliate.
The city of Portland has a track
record of supporting their teams,
and this would be no different.
With the revival of the Celtics
franchise, NBA basketball is back
on the minds of the Northeast,
making this the perfect time to
start a team. The Celtics' current
affiliate is located in Orem, Utah,
named the Flames; a Portland
franchise would provide a much
more local option for the team.
Opening a Celtics' affiliate
would also give the team's more
northern fans a chance to see a
future player. Mainers would
become more interested in the
franchise if they could follow a
player to the NBA. This would do
two things: create more attention
for the Portland team because
fans would be scouting for the
next Celtic player and garner

America East Championships!

Men's Basketball
Valentine's Day Showdown
Maine vs Albany
Thursday,Feb. 14th
7 p.m.. Alfond Arena
Chock out thc ncv look of the Black Bears on the Web at
GOBLACKBEARS.COM

PePtrowitkee
AMIN=

Pink
DO NOT use recycled

more interest for the Boston team the city at a rally held before they
to watch a local favorite rise to departed.
fame.
"We think you have the beginPortland has seen some nings of a really great thing here,"
immense talents play in their city. said Reed, according to the
Seadogs' alumni include Josh Kennebec Journal. "We've been
Beckett, Jonathan Papelbon, really pleased with the day. We
Hanley Ramirez, Gary Sheffield see a bright opportunity in
and current fan favorite, Jacoby Portland."
Ellsbury. Not to be outdone, the
For any basketball fan, this
Pirates gave fans the opportunity would be a dream come true. The
money a new team could generate
would help the state, it would help
the Boston Celtics and it would be
a more affordable option for those
who want to see a professional
NBA basketball is back on the game.
minds ofthe Northeast,
If the City of Portland could
making this the perfect time continue to show that it can support teams like the Seadogs, the
to start a team. Pirates and the D-League Celtics,
one day it could realistically convince a MLB,NBA, NHL or NFL
franchise to consider Maine as a
viable suitor. That scenario is a
way away and might sound
long
to see players like Byron Dafoe,
but not if they could sell
unlikely,
UMaine
former
and
Olaf Kolzig
star and 18-year NHL veteran out the Civic Center's 7,500 seats
Eric Weinrich. A D-League team for a season or two. All it would
take is a show of faith from the
would only add to this prestige.
that they would support the
fans
Eyeing a 2009-10 opening, the
and I think they could do it.
team,
President
city invited D-League
Dan Reed and NBA Vice I know that most Mainers support
President and Chief Marketing the Massachusetts teams and that
Officer Shawn Smith to scout the could be a major roadblock, but
area. They toured both the some states have two or more
the teams themselves; wouldn't it be
and
Expo
Portland
Cumberland County Civic Center nice for Maine to have one of its
and had encouraging words for own?
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from page 15
cause, specifically Bangor Savings
Bank, the Sports Cafe and Clear
Stations,"
Channel
Radio
Licherman said. "We just wanted
to try to involve as many people as
possible to allow for the most
exposure for the cause as well as
be able to raise some funds for
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Bears break even with Huskies
UMaine's Turgeon declares independence with 1,776 career saves
By Kevin Bailey
This past weekend, the
University of Maine women's
hockey team traveled to Boston
to take on a tough Northeastern
squad. They emerged from the
weekend with a split, falling 3-1
to the Huskies on Friday, but
finding redemption on Saturday
in the form of a 4-1 victory.
UMaine won the season series 21 and moved to 2-10-3 in Hockey
East play, while Northeastern
went to 5-9-1 in conference play.
On Friday, Northeastern came
out strong and put the Black
Bears on their heels early. Just
1:26 into the game, Chelsey

the shot advantage 15-9, but it
was Northeastern who garnered
the one goal of the period.
Northeastern's Jones added a
goal at the 4:25 mark to go along
with her assist, and the period
ended with Northeastern holding
a three-goal lead.
UMaine was finally able to
Women's Hoc key
break mid-way through the third
period. Pam Patterson beat the
goaltender on a great pass
tables.
Husky
the
turned
who
Huskies
Stealing the puck shorthanded, from Abby Barton. The Black
Nikki Petrich put a shot past Bears were unable to build off of
Turgeon to make it a 2-0 lead. Patterson's second goal of the
The period ended dead even in year, and the game ended with
Northeastern in front, 3-1.
shots on goal, 10-10.
In the second period, UMaine
See HOCKEY on page 14
increased the pressure and held

Jones pushed the puck to Kristie
Kehoe who was able to beat
UMaine goaltender Genevieve
Turgeon to go up 1-0.
UMaine had an opportunity
when a Northeastern penalty gave
them a power play, but it was the
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By Laila Sholtz-Ames
The University of Maine
women's basketball and ice hockey teams are participating in
"Think Pink" week, which runs
Feb. 8 to 17 nationwide.
This Saturday, the women's
basketball team, lead by Head
Coach Cindy Blodgett, will host
several breast cancer awareness
events, beginning with the Black
Bear's noontime game against
Stony Brook. The Black Bear
players are planning to wear pink
shooting shirts and pink shoe laces
in order to raise awareness for
breast cancer. The team encour-

ages fans to also wear pink to show
support.
The Black Bears, as one of 750
women's basketball teams participating in "Think Pink" week,
hopes to raise awareness for breast
cancer and work closely with
Caring Connections, who will be
on hand to distribute information
and resources about breast cancer.
"Women's basketball teams all
across the country are participating
in "Think Pink" and our team is
proud to be part of that effort."
Athletic
Maine
said
Women's
Director,Senior
Administrator Leslie Fields, in a
statement.

The Women's Ice Hockey team
is also holding events on Saturday
for "Think Pink." The Black Bears
are taking an active role in the
Hockey East Skating Strides
Program in their game against
Boston College.
"This is a program that is run
through our league and is in its
second year," said Head Coach
Dan Lichterman. "There will be
six games over the weekend that
will raise money for the charities."
"We wanted to take the event to
another level and many area business have stepped up to help the
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Apartments & Houses

For Rent

Female athletes raise awareness
Hockey, basketball teams wear pink accessories during 'Pink' week
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Orono & Old 'Fowl)
. per person
1s low as $385 montbl‘
Efficiencies, 1, 2, 3, & 5 bedrooms
Available June 1st & September 1st

KC Management
69 Main Street, Orono

ph:866-7027
Check out Our vsebsite for
Iocations anti prices.
NN ebsite: NiWIN.kemanagementine.com

See PINK on page 14

Public Notification:
Closing of Cutler Health Center Ph-armacy
g Cutler Health Center, located at 5721 Long Road on UMaine's
As the pharmacist is leavin
will be closing as of
campus in Orono, the state licensed Pharmacy
February 28, 2008.
will
a prescription with remaining refills at Cutler Health Center you
If you currently have receiv
date.
e a refill(s) prior to the February 28, 2008 closing
still be able to
Health Center are Monday through Friday from 10:00
Cutler
Hours of operation at
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Starting February 29, 2008
profiles not transferred to another pharmacy will be available
All prescriptions and patient
and accessible at:
Orono Pharmacy Inc
16 Mill Street
Orono, ME.
4

ry 28 with any quesPlease contact Orono Pharmacy at 207-866-3800, AFTER Februa
tions or concerns regarding your prescription.
prescriptions filled
You also may have your prescriptions refills transferred or new
at a Pharmacy of your choice.
has partnered
In addition, the University of Maine through Cutler Health Center
tion needs.
with Orono Pharmacy and Miller Drug to meet your prescription medica
University is
Both pharmacies currently offer delivery services upon request. The
investigating additional convenient delivery services to all campus locations inincluding Cutler Health Center. Updates will be provided as soon as we have more
formation on this service.
ity's
Both Pharmacies accept most insurance prescription cards, MaineCare and the Univers
Plan.
Health
nce
t
Insura
Studen
For further information,
please contact
Cutler Health Center Pharmacy at 111160
207 581-4007
before February 28, 2008

•

LUTLER
CENTER
HEALTH

Could the Celtics of the future be found in Portland?
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University of Maine falls to 3-6 in conference
Second-year Tewksbury's 25-point contribution the most by a Black Bear all season, despite loss
By Dillon Bates
Star performances are great, but
they seldom overcome a solid team
effort. The University of Maine
women's basketball team learned this
the hard way on Saturday night in
Baltimore, dropping a hard-fought
conference battle to ,
of
University
Maryland Baltimore Women's
County,69-59. As a
result, the Black
Bears ended up splitting the season series UM
with the Retrievers, :UMBC
each team having
taken its home contest
Despite the loss, which drops the
Black Bears to 6-16 record,and 3-6in
America Fast play, there was one
bright spot for head coach Cindy
Blodgett's squad: Second-year guard
AmandaTewksbury contributed nearly half of the team's points — pouring
in 25. Tewksbury's scoring frenzy
represents the most points scored in a
game by a Maine player all season.
Second-year center Brittany Boser
contributed nine points and a team
high of six rebounds, while senior

guard Kris Younan addixl five assists.
UMaine came out strung in the
first half,going on a run late in the half
and finishing on a Tanna Ross 3pointer to take a 27-26 advantage into
the break
The second half saw a lot of trading baskets, as both teams hovered
within a few points
of one another.
Basketball
Thanks to a couple of late scoring
runs, UMBC took a
lead that they would
0 never
relinquish.
Tewksbury
kept the
2
Black Bears in the
game until late in the half, scoring 19
points in the frame. Ultimately,
Tewksbury's hot hands were no
match for an energized Retrievers
squad. With the loss, UMaine falls to
8th place in the America East
Conference standings, while UMBC
improved to 3-6 in conference play,
and moved into 6th place in the conference polls.
UMaine's next contest will be held
on Feb. 16 against the Seawolves of
Stony Brook atAlfond Arena at 12:00
p.m.

Jeremy Walsh + fire Maine Campus
UMaine defeated Binghamton 63-50 earlier this month. The Bears stand at 3-6 in conference play following this weekend's match against UMBC.

UM looks to gain momentum Track closes season
Coach Woodward emphasizes the importance ofphysical defense Howatt breaks seven-year record in dash
By Danny Bartlett
The University of Maine men's
basketball team recently picked up
an overtime victory against the
University of New Hampshire and
will try to keep the win streak
alive when they host the Great
Danes of Albany on Thursday
evening. The Black Bears won the
first matchup against Albany 8170 and are hoping to replicate that
performance when the two teams
clash tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Alfond Arena.
In the first meeting between
these two teams,UMaine was lead
by Mark Socoby with 20 points
and eight rebounds, while
Kaimondre Owes and Junior
Bernal tossed in 17 points and 16
points respectively.
"We go into every game just
wanting to play great defense, do a
great job rebounding and try the
best we can to take care of the
ball," Coach Ted Woodward
replied when asked how his team
prepared for the second game
against Albany.
Albany is the current two-time
defending conference champion
and they have a strong veteran
team. In the loss to UMaine,Brian
Lillis netted 19 points, Tim
Ambrose chipped in with 16
points and Brian Connelly added
15 points for the Great Danes.
Albany won the battle of the
boards by a slight margin of 26-25.

"They're the No. 1 rebounding
team in the league," Woodward
said."You have to always be ready
to play a good physical game
when you play against Albany."
Coach Woodward said that his
team will need to do a good job on
the defensive end of the court to
slow Albany down.
"They have some great leaders
and we know it's going to be a battle," Woodward said.
Socoby reiterated Woodward's
thoughts and added that it will be a
"war on the glass."
"It's going to come down to a

Men's Basketball
game of possessions and really
valuing the ball every time it is in
our hands or coming off the rim,"
Socoby said.
Second-year Socoby, recently
named America East Player of the
Week,is averaging over 17 points
per game in conference play and
averaged 24.5 points in the last
two games. He is also in the top
10 in scoring and rebounding
among America East players this
season.
Kaimondre Owes is another
young leader of Coach Woodward.
Over the previous two games he
averaged 17 points per contest.
Owes, third-year in his first
semester of play with the Black
Bears, knows that it will take dis-

"My goal for the meet was
cipline from start to finish to By Derek McKinley
to qualify for the [Eastern
defeat Albany again.
"We played there, and we
The University of Maine College Athletic Conference
played well. We have to turn good men's and women's track championships], which I did,"
defense to good offense, play teams traveled to Boston said Howatt. "So I was pleased
smart and play together," Owes University this weekend for the with that, and getting the
said. "If we can do that at home, Valentine's Invitational — their record was a nice addition to
we will be successful."
last meet of the indoor season the day."
After turning in a stellar
Also leading the Black Bears is before championships.
second-year Junior Bemal, who is
After the teams managed double-win performance at the
averaging over 11 points per con- disappointing finishes in the Maine Open earlier this month,
test this season. Bernal is current- Maine Open, the Black Bears second-year jumper Tanya
ly number seven on the conference aimed to end their season on a Simard led the Black Bear
assist leaders list with 3.2 assists better
note
in
Boston. women in the field but failed to
per game and number four on the Valentine's marked their sec- match her long jump performsteals leaders list with 1.8 per ond trip to the city since the ance, finishing* 28th. She did,
• improve from the
game.
Terrier Classic at'
last meet in the
Bernal said the Black Bears are BU three weeks
Track and Field triple jump, finas ready as they can be for Albany, ago.
ishing in 11th
and it is just a matter of going out
For
the
and getting the job done.
women, Allyson Howatt was place with a bound of 36-03.25
"We already know what to Maine's highest individual fin- feet.
On the men's side, fourthexpect; they will come hard at the isher on the track, taking 1 1 th
beginning and play good defense, in the 200-meter dash out of year hurdler Max Ludwig qualknowing that will help us," Bernal more than 150 runners. ified for the finals of the 55said. "We need to work on not Howatt's time of 25.06 broke meter hurdles with a time of
turning over the ball and play Maine's women's seven-year- 7.84, finishing in 16th place —
the highest finish in a running
smart."
old indoor record of 25.10.
"Defending our home court is
"Having the 200 record is a event for the Black Bears.
something we need to step up and privilege, considering the Khabir "Skip" Edwards findo," Socoby said. "Our whole amount of talented athletes that ished 17th in the 400-meter
mindset needs to be consistency have gone through the UMaine dash in 49.06.
every time we take the court track program," Howatt said.
Second-year Jeff Ramos, the
because when we are consistent
At the Maine Open, Howatt high jump winner at the Maine
we are successful."
reportedly ran with a time of Open, finished fourth at the
"We are always trying to win 55 as the anchor leg of the win- Valentine's meet.
The track teams will travel
the next game, we play every ning 4x400 relay. The winner
game to win," Coach Woodward of the women's 400-meter dash next week to Boston for the
said.
at Valentine's finished in America East championship
meet.
55.01.

